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bstract

the frame of LCM processes, the mesoscopic architecture of a preform is defined b

e sequential stacking of layers in the mold. Once the compaction is carried out, th

ecise orientation of layers and spatial distribution of tows is difficult to know wit

ecision. The lack of this information can lead to a wrong prediction of properties

this work, we present a new non-destructive methodology to obtain informatio

out the mesoscale architecture of a multi-layer preform in its compacted state. Usin

flexible pressure-sensitive film, the compaction pressure field is captured. Data i

alyzed using spectral Moiré theory to retrieve the orientation and spatial distributio

tows for each layer in the stack. This technique is non-destructive and scalable i

ze, making it suitable to characterize large preforms before infusion. The methodolog

detailed and tested over a varying number of layers and configurations.

eywords: Liquid composite moulding, Lay-up (manual/automated), Process

onitoring, Spectral Moiré analysis

Introduction

During the manufacturing of composite parts using Liquid Composite Moldin

CM) processes, a stack of textile layers is compacted inside a mold and then im
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egnated with a liquid resin. Several variations exist, the differentiating factor usuall

ing the type of mold used. The main two categories are represented by RTM, i

hich a two part rigid mould is used, and VARTM, where the upper mold is replace

a flexible bag held under vacuum pressure [1]. Independent of the technique used

jection parameters must be tuned according to the characteristics of the part to en

re that all voids are filled by the resin [2, 3, 4]. Being able to predict the resin flow

comes important to reduce defects and consequently manufacturing costs. While th

merical modeling of the resin filling process is fairly advanced, the predicted flow pat

rns are a strong function of the preform permeability, which represents the mesoscal

chitecture of the compacted preform. Estimating the permeability of a given preform

quires the knowledge of the orientation and arrangement of tows in the layers [5

owever, this information is not easy to obtain. Both the stacking and compactio

ages have an influence on the spatial distribution of tows and orientation of the layer

side the closed mold, affecting the local permeability [6]. Furthermore fibrous textile

e characterized by a high degree of variability that cannot be taken into account

iori [7].

To overcome these uncertainties in the recent years we have witnessed a risin

terest in characterization techniques based on the use of digital materials. Thes

ethods rely on creating a numerical twin of the material which is built at the scal

the tows (mesoscale) and resembles as closely as possible its physical counterpart

esides the characterization of flow properties, digital materials can be used also t

timate the mechanical properties of the part or to simulate an entire manufacturin

ain. In order to recreate realistic digital representations of a multi-layer preform

e needs to have access to three pieces of information about the tows: cross sectio

ometry, orientation and spatial distribution. As a consequence there is a need fo

chniques of measurement and quantification of these features, and these measurement
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ust be carried out on the preform in its compacted, ready to be impregnated state.

Visual techniques were proposed to reconstruct the geometry of a textile [8, 9], wit

e limitation that this approach is only able to study the surface of a preform. A

milar result was obtained from the study of a textile pressure signature [10], sti

iting the technique to a single layer. Micro-tomography (µ-CT) allows to obtai

ry detailed measurements of the mesoscale geometry of the sample but the scalabilit

the technique is limited [11], making it unsuitable for large parts application. Thus

ere are lack of techniques that allow one to measure the mesoscale features of

ulti-layer preform in its compacted state over a large domain.

In the present work we propose such a technique which analyzes the pressure fiel

perienced by a dry preform during compaction and measures the orientation an

w spatial frequency of every layer in the stack. This technique also allows to detec

isalignment defects in periodic layups. The pressure exerted on the mold by th

yers is captured using a non-intrusive pressure sensitive film that can be placed insid

y rigid mold without any size limitations. The morphological similarity between UD

xtiles and gratings is exploited to apply the principles of Moiré theory to the pattern

served on the pressure field. Image spectral analysis is used to extract informatio

om the pressure patterns. The information obtained can be used for the generatio

realistic digital models of the preforms at the mesoscale, which can serve as inpu

ta for further characterization. The process is non-destructive, and can be integrate

current manufacturing workflow to provide characterization of the dry compacte

eform before it is impregnated with resin. The methodology is demonstrated wit

ample studies.

3
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(a) Top view
(b) 3D scan of the textile surface

Figure 1: C-Weave UT710P textile

Materials

The textile used in this study is a quasi-UD carbon fiber textile (C-Weave UT710P

K T13 from Chomarat). This fabric is shown in Fig.1a. The 3D surface measuremen

one layer of uncompressed textile was acquired using a confocal microscope to provid

accurate dimensional reference (Fig.1b). Average measurements are obtained for tow

ickness: hmeas = 1.3 mm, tow width: wmeas = 4.80 mm and tow center-lines period

eas = 5.12 mm. The geometry of the warp yarn, which is one order of magnitud

aller than the carbon tows, is neglected in the rest of this study.

The measurement of the pressure exerted on the layers during compaction is carrie

t using a Prescale pressure system produced by Fujifilm. This sensor has been trad

onally used for biomechanical applications [12] and more recently also with composite

0]. The sensor consists of a thin pressure-sensitive film, around 180 µm thick , tha

n be placed over a mold surface, and displays shades of color to quantify the pressur

ld from the contact force it senses when a specimen is pressed against it. One key ad

ntage of Prescale over other electrical systems [13, 14] is that it can be laid over larg

ould surfaces in order to study full scale parts. The film can bend, however canno

sheared. Therefore its application is limited to flat or single-curvature surfaces. A

uble-curvature mould pressure field could still be mapped by applying a patchwor

smaller films. Flexible sensors actually exist that overcome this limitation [15, 16

4
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t their cost and sensitivity range place them outside of the scope of this research. A

libration procedure for Prescale films can be found in [17]. Several gradations of film

e available that address various ranges of pressure. In this work the LLLW version i

ed which can quantify the pressure between 0.2 and 0.6 MPa.

Methodology

This paper will illustrate how Moiré theory and spectral analysis can provide in

rmation about the structure of multiple fabric layers by examining its compactio

essure field imprinted on the Prescale film. Moiré patterns can be observed when tw

more periodic structures are superimposed. A geometrical treatment of the pattern

at are generated from superposition of periodic gratings can be found in [18]. Fourie

eory of spectral analysis can be used to characterize Moiré structures. In the fre

ency domain, spatial patterns are easy to interpret as they can be decomposed int

series of cosinusoidal functions. An extensive treatment of the topic can be found i

9]. Theoretical material on the subject can also be found in [20, 21]. A brief overview

the theory and notation used is provided in Appendix A.

In the present work we take advantage of the similarity between layers of quasi-UD

xtile and periodic gratings. The underlying assumption is that the local thickness o

e layer of textile roughly resembles a two-dimensional cosinusoidal field (grating) o

e form:

r(x, y) =
h

2
(cos[2πf(x cos θ + y sin θ)] + 1) (1

where h is the maximum tow thickness, θ is the orientation of the grating an

is its spatial frequency (f = T−1 where T is the tow center-lines period). Whe

ultiple layers of textile are stacked and compressed, Moiré patterns appear due to th

teraction between overlapping tows. The effect arises because of the waviness o

5
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yer surfaces. The technique cannot provide information for perfectly flat textiles (th

tter are rarely encountered for composite materials) . To investigate this behavio

series of tests were carried out. Multiple stacked plies of textile were compresse

ing an Instron 8805 hydraulic press, as to replicate the compaction phase in preform

anufacturing. One Prescale LLLW film was placed under the preform to capture th

essure field exerted on the bottom plate. Since the range of pressure sensitivity o

e film is limited, for all tests in this work the compression is driven by imposing a

propriate force equal to 30 kN. The compression is carried out at a very low speed o

5 mm/min to reduce viscoelastic effects. Force/displacement data is recorded, from

hich the final thickness of the compressed preform can be obtained. The Prescal

m thickness is taken into account and subtracted from the measured value. Initia

ickness (h0, measured at 0.1 kN force) and final thickness (hf , measured at 30 kN

rce) of all specimens are provided in Table 1.

For each test presented, the compression is carried out over a 30× 30 cm plate an

xtile samples are 47 × 47 cm in size. This results in a nominal pressure of 0.3

Pa applied. The Prescale film used to capture the pressure field is placed at th

nter of this area and has dimensions of 21 × 27 cm. Each pressure-marked film i

anned and digitized using an Epson Workforce DS-5500 unit. To obtain consisten

easurements, exposure and acquisition resolution (600 PPI) are manually set. Th

ethodology is first illustrated for a layup of two angled plies, then extended to mor

yers. A complete list of all test cases is provided in Table 1.

1. Two Ply Stack

Two layers of textile were stacked on top of each other at different orientations. Th

st layer (bottom) was laid down along an orientation which is assumed as referenc

◦). The second layer was placed on top of the first one at some angle θ2 intentionall

t measured, in order to create an unbiased generic layup. Care was taken to ensur

6
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Table 1: List of test cases

est case Label Number of plies Sequence h0 [mm] hf

wo Ply Stack 2PS 2 [0◦, θ2] 2.47 1
our Ply Stack 4PS 4 [0◦, θ2, θ3, θ4] 4.27 2

our Ply Periodic (misaligned) 4PPm 4 [0◦, θ2]× 2 3.90 2
our Ply Periodic (aligned) 4PPa 4 [0◦, θ2]× 2 3.87 2
ine Ply Periodic (misaligned) 9PPm 9 [0◦, θ2, θ3]× 3 7.88 4
ine Ply Periodic (aligned) 9PPa 9 [0◦, θ2, θ3]× 3 7.51 4

(a) Pressure field at 30 kN force
(b) F (u, v) spectrum data (enhanced
contrast)

(c) Schematic representation of F

Figure 2: Two Ply Stack (2PS)

e textiles were not sheared during manipulation. An LLLW Prescale film was place

der the stack to record the pressure field exerted on the bottom plate. The two

yer stack was compressed over the pressure film by the imposed force. The pressur

ld retrieved after the compression is shown in Fig.2a. From a visual inspection o

e image, one can notice the presence of bands in the pressure field, crossing from

ft to right with a rather uniform period. According to Moiré theory these band

e known as Moiré fringes. The patterns are analysed using spectral analysis. Th

ayscale pressure image is first inverted and its intensity normalized. Black latera

argins are added as needed to make the image square for performance optimization

o additional filtering is performed on the image. The two-dimensional Fast Fourie

ansform (FFT) of the image is generated numerically and the spectrum is shifted t

7
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Table 2: Two Ply Stack (2PS): impulses in the spectrum (Fig.2b)

Index Order Position (u, v) Position (f, θ) Amplitude Source

(0, 0) - (0,0) (0, 0◦) 1 DC

(1, 0) O1 (52,0) (0.1952, 0◦) 0.45 layer 1
(0, 1) O1 (51,-11) (0.1958, 12.16◦) 0.37 layer 2

(1,−1) O2 (1,11) (0.0415,−84.8◦) 0.22 low Moiré
(1, 1) O2 (103,-11) (0.3888, 6.09◦) 0.16 high Moiré

nter the zero-frequency impulse (DC). The resulting spectrum F in frequency domai

v is plotted in Fig.2b, where only the magnification of the central region is shown

he spectrum is populated by precisely located pairs of twin impulses, in symmetri

sition from the origin and with complex conjugate amplitudes. In the remainde

this work, the amplitude values of impulses are to be intended as the magnitud

the complex amplitudes. The amplitude values are also normalized, which alway

sults in the amplitude of the DC impulse being unity. For the purpose of analysis,

aphical scheme of the same region collecting the main impulses and their indexes i

so provided on the side in Fig.2c. To interpret the physical meaning of each impuls

e will adopt the classical index notation used in Moiré spectral analysis, which i

tailed in Appendix A. The impulses present in the spectrum are listed in Table 2. Th

artesian u, v coordinates of impulses in the spectrum are expressed as pixel position

the shifted frequency domain with the origin in the center. Polar coordinates f,

e expressed in mm−1 and degrees respectively (clockwise rotation is positive). Twi

pulses are omitted from the list. We can classify impulses under two groups: firs

der (O1) and second order (O2) impulses. O1 impulses directly represent in frequenc

d orientation the generating cosinusoidal gratings that approximate the textile layers

easuring the polar components (f, θ) of these impulses provides sufficient informatio

determine precisely the average orientation and spacing of the tow center-lines from

e corresponding layer:

8
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- the twin impulses (1,0) and (-1,0) identify a cosinusoidal grating oriented at θ1,0 =

0◦ and of period T1,0 = f−1
1,0 = 0.1952−1mm = 5.12 mm. This grating correspond

to the morphology of the first layer that was placed as the reference orientatio

θ = 0◦ and had a period of Tmeas = 5.12 mm.

- the impulses (0,1) and (0,-1) identify a cosinusoidal grating oriented at θ0,1 =

12.16◦ and of period T0,1 = f−1
0,1 = 0.1958−1mm = 5.10 mm. This grating corre

sponds to the second layer, which differs from the first only in orientation.

ll the remaining impulses in the spectrum belong to the group of O2 impulses. Thes

iginate from the convolution of O1 impulses [22]. They are responsible for the ban

ructures that one can perceive in the pressure field, i.e. the actual Moiré fringes tha

ise from the interference between layers.

- the twin impulses (1,-1) and (-1,1) identify some low frequency fringes (low Moiré

that run in the direction transverse to the tows. These bands are well within th

circle of visibility [20] and are visually evident in Fig.2a.

- the impulses (1,1) and (-1,-1) define some higher frequency interference (hig

Moiré) between the layer gratings. They contribute to some extent to the defin

tion of the pressure field, but at the same time their effect is less evident as one’

sensitivity to high frequency detail decreases significantly [20].

visually showcase their physical meaning, the individual pairs of O1 and O2 im

lses present in the spectrum F have been isolated in Fig 3, where the correspondin

sinusoidal gratings from Eq.1 are plotted.

1.1. Validation

The validity of the spectrum analysis is compared to the direct visual measuremen

the layer orientations. A picture of each layer being laid down is taken using

gital camera mounted in a fixed position from above. Layer orientations are measure

9
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(a) O1 impulse (1,0) - layer 1 (b) O1 impulse (0,1) - layer 2 (c) O2 impulse (1,-1) - low Moiré

Figure 3: Two Ply Stack (2PS): isolated impulses and associated gratings

anually using the software ImageJ [23]. Angle values are offset so that the bottom

yer is the reference θvis
1 = 0◦. The orientation of the second layer measured manuall

as θvis
2 = 11.9◦, against the value measured in section 3.1 of θFFT

0,1 = 12.16◦. The valu

easured from the pictures shows very good agreement with the one computed from

e analysis of the pressure field spectrum. This proves that the physical interpretatio

the impulses is satisfactory. However the values measured from the pictures hardl

present a benchmark for error estimation: in fact, it is reasonable to say that th

certainty in the measurement of angles from the pictures (lens distortion, manua

easurement precision) exceeds the uncertainty of measurement from analysing th

sition of an impulse. High sensitivity to small angle differences is a characteristic o

oiré analysis [18]. Therefore the visual validation is intended to be a confirmation o

e physical interpretation of the spectrum rather than an error quantification.

1.2. Discussion on Two Ply Stack case

Some observations regarding this case can be elaborated. The first observatio

ncerns O1 impulses. Since the layers in the stack are made of the same textile, a

1 impulses have a very similar frequency component (f1,0 ≈ f0,1) and only differ i

ientation θ. In this case one can define a theoretical orientation circle, centered i

e origin and with radius equal to the textile spatial frequency (f1,0), on which a

10
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1 impulses fall, their position depending only on their orientation. As a consequence

y O1 impulse not located on the orientation circle becomes an indication of som

controlled distortion in the tows center-lines spacing of the corresponding layer tha

ight have occurred during the compaction phase. The orientation circle then become

tool for the detection of deviations from the baseline configuration.

The second observation concerns O2 impulses. According to the convolution the

em [22], the presence of O2 impulses suggests that the pressure field exhibits char

teristics of multiplicative interference rather than additive. An ideal additive fiel

ould not generate second-order impulses. (Moiré fringes could still be visible, bu

ould rather be called pseudo-Moiré [24]). However the pressure field captured by th

rescale sensor is not a mathematical construct, but rather the result of a physica

teraction between materials. Under the assumption of purely multiplicative inter

rence of identical cosinusoidal gratings, such as Eq.A.2, all O1 impulses in the FFT

ould have the same amplitude. This is not the case, as the amplitudes of O1 impulse

easured in Fig.2b are generally lower the farther away we move from the pressur

nsor. This likely happens because the contact interaction between plies is non-linear

d affected by local variability of the material. Therefore it would be more appropr

e to name this interference behavior pseudo-multiplicative. On the other hand, th

quential decrease in amplitude of O1 impulses is useful because it reveals the orderin

plies in the stack.

2. Four Ply Stack

In real industrial applications fabric preforms are constructed with varying numbe

plies to build up to the thickness of the composite. In this section the method i

tended to a Four Ply Stack (4PS) case. 4 layers of textile are stacked: the firs

y is placed at a reference orientation (0◦), then all subsequent layers are placed a

me arbitrary, not pre-determined angles with respect to the reference layer (4 uniqu

11
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(a) Pressure field at 30 kN force (b) F (u, v) spectrum data (enhanced contrast)

Figure 4: Four Ply Stack (4PS)

ientations are present in the stack). The same methodology of Section 3.1 is repeated

ressure field and spectrum are shown in Fig.4, impulses are listed in Table 3. Th

terpretation remains unchanged: O1 impulses describe the orientation and spatia

equency of the base layers. It can be observed that as the number of layers increases

pulses of higher order are also present in the spectrum (O2,O3, ... up to ON for N

ies). They arise from the convolution of lower order impulses, hence their amplitud

lower, their contribution to the pressure field is negligible and will not be considere

y further. In the 4PS case, orientations and spatial frequencies for all individua

yers were measurable. Values were coherent with visual measurements of the same

hich yielded the values, in the order: 0◦, 18.5◦, 4.2◦, 76.5◦ . It can be concluded tha

e spectral analysis of the pressure field allows one to fully detect the structure o

ulti-layer layups, up to at least 4 distinct orientations.

iscussion on Four Ply Stack case

It is well known that when gratings are at nearly orthogonal orientations the sen

tivity of Moiré analysis is at its lowest [19]. The Four Ply Stack case shows tha

e technique is viable even when the angles are close to 90◦. As already observed i

e 2PS case, there is a progressive decrease in amplitude for all impulses when mor

12
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Table 3: Four Ply Stack (4PS): impulses in the spectrum (Fig.4b)

Index Order Position (u, v) Position (f, θ) Amplitude Source

(0, 0, 0, 0) - (0,0) (0, 0◦) 1 DC

(1, 0, 0, 0) O1 (52,0) (0.1956, 0◦) 0.37 layer 1
(0, 1, 0, 0) O1 (49,-16) (0.1940, 18.08◦) 0.36 layer 2
(0, 0, 1, 0) O1 (51,-4) (0.1948, 4.48◦) 0.22 layer 3
(0, 0, 0, 1) O1 (12,-50) (0.1945, 76.50◦) 0.19 layer 4

(1, 0,−1, 0) O2 (0,4) (0.0150, −90◦) 0.10 low Moiré
(0,−1, 1, 0) O2 (2,12) (0.0458, −80.53◦) 0.10 low Moiré
(1,−1, 0, 0) O2 (2,16) (0.0607, −82.87◦) 0.11 low Moiré
(1, 0, 0,−1) O2 (40,50) (0.2409, −51.34◦) 0.06 low Moiré
(0, 0, 1,−1) O2 (39,46) (0.2269, −49.71◦) 0.04 low Moiré
(0, 1, 0,−1) O2 (37,34) (0.1890, −42.58◦) 0.08 low Moiré

ientations are introduced. Reasons behind the decay of O1 impulses were discusse

section 3.1.2. On the other hand, the decrease in amplitude for all O1+ impulse

n indeed be explained by the convolution theorem: for every additional N th laye

set of additional ON impulses are generated the amplitude of which decays wit

creasing order N as it is the product of the amplitudes of all ON− impulses tha

ntribute in the convolution. This trend is qualitatively confirmed by the amplitud

all O1+ impulses in the 4PS case. This property of the convolution theorem coul

interpreted as unfavorable. However there is a way to turn this same property int

useful feature when addressing multi-layer layups, and this is detailed in the nex

ction.

3. An application case study: misalignment detection in periodic layups

We propose here an example of scenario where one property of the convolution the

em is exploited to the benefit of the technique. In the layup of LCM preforms it i

mmon practice to follow stacking sequences which are periodically repeated, for ex

ple: [0◦, 45◦, 0◦, 45◦] or [0◦, 30◦, 60◦, 0◦, 30◦, 60◦] and so on. The precise placement o

ch ply according to the designated orientation plays a major role in the final proper

13
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es of the preform such as the local permeability and fiber volume fraction. While tool

ist to assist the precise placement of every layer, a certain degree of misalignmen

om the prescribed values can occur. This is especially true in complex shape molds

here the distortion of the textiles being laid down can hinder the precise alignment

btaining a precise quantification of the deviation from the theoretical layup is not a

sy task, especially when the misalignment originates during the compaction of th

ies inside a closed mold. The methodology presented in this article can be applied t

is scenario to evaluate the alignment between plies. To demonstrate this, the com

ction of a Four Ply Periodic (4PP) layup, containing 4 plies in sequence [0◦, θ2, 0
◦, θ2

as repeated twice under different conditions. In the first scenario (4PPm) the stack

g was performed allowing some slight misalignment between the layers pairwise in th

quence. In the second scenario (4PPa) great care was observed in aligning the layer

o by two as precisely as possible. To keep the study as generic as possible, the angl

for layers 2 and 4 was not pre-determined. This means that layer 2 was arbitraril

aced over layer 1, then layer 4 was placed to match precisely the orientation of laye

(a) 4PPm: slightly misaligned layers (b) 4PPa: well aligned layers

Figure 5: Four Ply Periodic (4PP): pressure field at 30 kN force
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Table 4: 4PPm: impulses in the spectrum (Fig.6a)

Index Order Position (u, v) Position (f, θ) Amplitude Source

(0, 0, 0) DC (0,0) (0, 0◦) 1 DC

(1, 0, 0) O1 (50÷52,0÷1) (0.1934, 0◦) 0.22 layers 1,3
(0, 1, 0) O1 (49,-14) (0.1913, 15.94◦) 0.28 layer 2
(0, 0, 1) O1 (48,-17) (0.1914, 19.50◦) 0.27 layer 4

(1,−1, 0) O2 (2,13) (0.0494,−81.25◦) 0.1 low Moiré
(1, 0,−1) O2 (3,16) (0.0611,−79.38◦) 0.12 low Moiré
(0, 1,−1) O2 (1,-3) (0.0119,−18.43◦) 0.12 low Moiré

Table 5: 4PPa: impulses in the spectrum (Fig.6b)

Index Order Position (u, v) Position (f, θ) Amplitude Source

(0, 0) - (0,0) (0,0◦) 1 DC

(1, 0) O1 (51,0) (0.1919,0◦) 0.51 layers 1,3
(0, 1) O1 (48,-16) (0.1941,18.43◦) 0.49 layers 2,4

(1,−1) O2 (3,-16) (0.0624,−79.37◦) 0.29 low Moiré

(a) 4PPm: slightly misaligned layers (b) 4PPa: well aligned layers

Figure 6: Four Ply Periodic (4PP): F (u, v) spectrum data (enhanced contrast)

In test case 4PPm, the slightly misaligned layers generate the fairly structure

essure field shown in Fig.5a. One can notice visually the presence of two distinc

w-frequency Moiré fringes on the image. After computing the FFT, shown in Fig.6a

is possible to detect three distinct pairs of O1 impulses that fall on the orientatio

rcle. That is due to the fact that layers 2 and 4 are misaligned and are individuall

15
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tectable as separate impulses. Furthermore the (1,0,0) impulse appears blurry and it

sition is not well defined but spans several pixels. Values and detected orientation

e provided in Table 4. On the other hand in test case 4PPa, when the plies are pairwis

igned with precision, only one set of Moiré fringes is present in the pressure field i

ig.5b. The spectrum in Fig.6b appears similar to the Two Ply Stack case addresse

section 3.1. Only two O1 impulses are detectable: (1,0) and (0,1) mark the positio

layers 1,3 and 2,4 respectively. Only two pairs of O2 impulses are detected. Thei

plitudes are higher than in test case 4PPm. Period and orientation of all layers can b

curately determined. Values are provided in Table 5. The multi-layer periodic layu

enario allows one to take advantage of a property of the convolution theorem: unde

e assumption of pseudo-multiplicative interference, the amplitudes of two impulse

e summed when the convolution of the spectra places them in the same position i

e frequency domain. This applies to impulses of all orders. This condition is me

ly when two layers are well aligned (they behave as one single layer), as in test cas

Pa, but not in test case 4PPm. An important consequence is that all impulses in th

isaligned scenario exhibit a lower amplitude than in the well-aligned scenario, with O

pulses decaying faster that O1. To confirm this finding, the same test was repeate

r a Nine Ply Periodic (9PP) test case, with 9 layers stacked in periodic sequenc

◦, θ2, θ3, 0
◦, θ2, θ3, 0

◦, θ2, θ3]. In test case 9PPm the layers were aligned roughly, whil

test case 9PPa the layup was realised with extreme care, in order to effectively hav

ly 3 unique orientations. Pressure fields for these two scenarios are shown in Figs

, 7b. The corresponding FFT spectra are shown in Figs. 8a, 8b. In the spectrum

test case 9PPm a total of 5 O1 blurry impulses can be detected, suggesting tha

least 5 different orientations are present in the stack. On the other hand in th

ectrum of test case 9PPa only 3 O1 impulses can be detected, corresponding to th

ientations [0, θ1, θ2]. Their position is well defined and their amplitude is higher tha

16
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(a) 9PPm: slightly misaligned layers (b) 9PPa: well aligned layers

Figure 7: Nine Ply Periodic (9PP): pressure field at 30 kN

Table 6: 9PPm: impulses in the spectrum (Fig.8a)

Index Order Position (u, v) Position (f, θ) Amplitude Source

(0,0,0,0,0) - (0,0) (0,0◦) 1 DC
(1,0,0,0,0) O1 (51,1) (0.1919,−1.12◦) 0.40 layers 1,4,7
(0,1,0,0,0) O1 (48,-17) (0.1915,19.50◦) 0.33 layers 2,5
(0,0,1,0,0) O1 (21,-47) (0.1936,65.92◦) 0.27 layers 3,9
(0,0,0,1,0) O1 (47,-21) (0.1936,24.07◦) 0.08 layer 8
(0,0,0,0,1) O1 (16,-49) (0.1939,71.91◦) 0.07 layer 6

(1,0,-1,0,0) O2 (30,48) (0.2129,−58.00◦) 0.13 low Moiré
(0,1,-1,0,0) O2 (27,29) (0.1490,−47.04◦) 0.12 low Moiré
(1,0,0,-1,0) O2 (3,18) (0.0686,−80.53◦) 0.08 low Moiré
(1,-1,0,0,0) O2 (5,23) (0.0885,−77.73◦) 0.04 low Moiré

e O1 impulses from test case 9PPm. The periodic layup test cases 4PP an

P demonstrate that the analysis of the pressure field can provide information abou

ientations and spatial frequency of textile layers even in presence of a high numbe

plies. The results lead to two important conclusions:

- it is not the number of layers, but rather the number of unique orientations tha

defines the limit of the technique.

- for a given periodic layup, it is possible to assess the misalignment of layers b

looking at the number and amplitude of the impulses present in the FFT of th

pressure field. For example, a threshold value could be set on the amplitude o

17



(a) 9PPm: slightly misaligned layers (b) 9PPa: well aligned layers

Figure 8: Nine Ply Periodic (9PP): F (u, v) spectrum data (enhanced contrast)

Table 7: 9PPa: impulses in the spectrum (Fig.8b)

Index Order Position (u, v) Position (f, θ) Amplitude Source

(0, 0, 0) - (0,0) (0,0◦) 1 DC

(1, 0, 0) O1 (51,0) (0.1919,0◦) 0.44 layers 1,4,7
(0, 1, 0) O1 (48,-17) (0.1916,19.50◦) 0.35 layers 2,5,8
(0, 0, 1) O1 (24,-45) (0.1919,61.92◦) 0.29 layers 3,6,9

(1,−1, 0) O2 (3,17) (0.0649,−80.00◦) 0.18 low Moiré
(1, 0,−1) O2 (27,45) (0.1974,−59.03◦) 0.16 low Moiré
(0, 1,−1) O2 (24,28) (0.1387,−49.40◦) 0.15 low Moiré

18
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Figure 9: Digital reconstruction of the Four Ply Stack preform

O2 impulses (which decay faster than O1 in case of misalignment) to assess if th

layup is acceptable or not.

4. Digital preform reconstruction

The generation of a digital textile is an example of how the Moiré analysis informa

on can be exploited. There are several numerical tools available to generate a textil

odel: TexGen [25] and Wisetex [26] to name a few. In Fig. 9 we show an exampl

eated using TexGen: the values of orientation and center-line spacing from the Fou

ly Stack case (Section 3.2) were used. Tow cross-sectional geometry is approximate

an ellipse. Tow width is set to the quantity measured in section 3.1 (w = 4.80mm)

d tow thickness is obtained by dividing the final thickness hf (Table 1) by the numbe

layers. For this test case, h = hf/4 = 2.67/4 = 0.67mm).

One can see that the tow orientations and distribution are very accurately matchin

e ones measured from the real material, while on the other hand the tow cross sectiona

apes are only approximated. An additional step would be to refine the geometry o

w cross sections. To this extent, mechanical models exist that compute the evolutio

tow cross sections under compression [27, 28, 29, 10]. Their implementation howeve

serves a completely separate treatment and will not be dealt with in the presen

ork. The numerical mesh of a multi-layer layup such as the one in Fig. 9 is th
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pical domain input for further computations, such as mechanical or flow propertie

aracterization of the fabric preform.

Conclusions

In this work we presented a new methodology to measure the layer orientation

d tows spatial distribution of a multi-layer preform based on the analysis of its com

ction pressure field. Measurements were obtained by combining the theory of Moir

terference with spectral analysis of images. For the first time it has been shown tha

is theory can be adopted for composite material application by exploiting the mor

ological similarity between periodic gratings and textile fabrics. The requiremen

r application of Moir é theory is that the layers present some degree of periodi

aviness, which is always the case with textiles as they are composed by arrays o

ws. The theory of Moiré notoriously ensures high precision in the detection of angle

tween layers when the misalignment is small. However we have demonstrated that

en in presence of high angles, the method yields accurate spatial description.

The main limiting factor encountered in the study is the maximum number of inde

ndent orientations that can be detected in the pressure field. For the textile in use

was found to be 4. It is entirely possible that this value might increase or decrease

fferent materials or compaction forces are used. Still, it is not common to encounte

al production preforms containing more than 4 independent orientations in the stack

he same reasoning applies to independent frequencies.

The potential of the methodology presented to the benefit of LCM processes i

o-fold. First and foremost, it can detect the precise layer orientations and spatia

equency of tows in multi-layer preforms in their compacted state, which can be in

grated with a description of the tows cross-sectional geometry to generate digita

unterparts of the real material. Secondly, it can quantify the amount of misalign
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ent between supposedly aligned plies which is reflected directly in the amplitude an

mber of the impulses in the frequency domain. Unlike direct techniques such as µ

T, the data acquisition is carried out by placing a Prescale pressure-sensitive film i

e mold before compaction. One key aspect of this solution is the absence of mea

rement size limitations. Furthermore, the measurement is non-destructive, meanin

at this technique could be integrated in current LCM manufacturing workflow t

ovide characterization of the dry preform before the filling is carried out. Th

ain limit of the Prescale sensor is its poor capability of being sheared, which hinder

s applicability to double-curvature moulds. However, this limitation could be worke

ound by performing a patchwork of films in reasonably flat locations, and inferrin

e properties in- between. More reasonably, the Prescale sensor is to be intended as

orking solution, to be replaced by more flexible sensors in the view of an industria

plication.

In the development of this novel method, quasi-UD textiles were used for their eas

interpretation and because they are often used in structural composites. Moiré theor

wever is able to interpret also interaction of periodic grids, and contributions exist i

erature that apply the theory to non-periodic structures as well [30]. It is the authors

lief that the present methodology could be extended to woven fabric preforms an

tection of tow path distortions.
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ppendix A. Spectral Moiré analysis

In this Appendix, which relies heavily on material from [19], a short summary o

oiré spectral analysis and notation is provided. Moiré artifacts can be observed whe

o or more periodic structures are superimposed. In the present study we focus o

atings-like structures, as they resemble closely the yarn arrays of textiles commonl

und in composite layups. We define a raised cosinusoidal grating by the function:

g(x, y) =
1

2
cos[2πf(x cos θ + y sin θ)] +

1

2
(A.1

where f represents the frequency per unit length and θ defines the normal orientatio

the grating. This spatial function assumes values between 0 and 1, therefore can easil

represented as a grayscale image bounded by its extrema (0 is black, 1 is white)

Figs. A.10a,A.11a two such gratings g1 and g2 are represented, over a unit domain

ith frequency f = 20 and orientations θ1 = 0◦ and θ2 = 20◦ respectively. Moir

ects arise when gratings are superimposed, which can be carried out in two ways

ultiplicative superposition or additive/subtractive superposition. In this work we focu

ly on multiplicative superposition, which for two gratings g1 and g2 is expressed as

G(x, y) = g1(x, y) · g2(x, y) (A.2

The image G(x, y) resulting from this operation is shown in Fig. A.12a. One ca

tice visually that a series of low frequency periodic bands arise from the interactio

the base arrays. We will refer to these bands as moiré fringes.

The best tool for investigation of this new structure is image spectral analysis. Th

Fourier transform is performed numerically (FFT) on on G(x, y) and the resultin

ectrum is shifted to center the zero-frequency. The result is the spectrum FG show

Fig.A.12b, where the central portion of the image which contains the frequenc
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(a) g1(x, y) (b) F1(u, v)

Figure A.10: The function g1 and its spectrum F1

formation has been magnified for the sake of clarity. The spectrum contains a serie

impulses, each characterized by a position vector and an amplitude. Each impuls

paired with an identical twin impulse which is symmetrical from the origin. Th

sition vector of an impulse is expressed in polar coordinates by its distance f from

e origin and the angle θ the vector makes with the u axis. These values match th

equency and orientation of the periodic grating g associated to that impulse. Ever

pulse is also characterized by an amplitude. Position and amplitude of each impuls

e dictated by the convolution theorem [22] which states that the Fourier transform o

e product of functions is the convolution of the Fourier transforms of the individua

nctions.

FG(u, v) = [F1 ∗ F2](u, v) (A.3

he convolution of the spectra F1 and F2 can be geometrically defined by placing ove

ch of the impulses of F1 a centered copy of F2 or vice-versa [31]. As a consequence

e can identify two groups of impulses in FG. First we can locate the impulses tha

rrespond to the generating layers, that we will name first order (O1) impulses. Thei

sition is described by the corresponding frequency vectors:

- f1 at polar coordinates (20, 0◦): identifies the grating g1, see Fig.A.10
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Figure A.11: The function g2 and its spectrum F2

- f2 at polar coordinates (20, 17◦): identifies the grating g2, see Fig.A.11

e can also locate two new pairs of impulses which frequencies were not present i

e original gratings. As a consequence of the convolution theorem the location o

ese impulses is obtained as the sum and difference of the frequency vectors of th

se impulses being convoluted. Their amplitude is the product of the amplitudes o

e impulses participating in the convolution. We will name these second order (O2

pulses:

- a set of low frequency impulses, at location f1 − f2 and f2 − f1

- a set of high frequency impulses, at location f1 + f2 and −f1 − f2

A convenient index notation exists that allows to identify every impulse by express

g it as a linear combination of all the n generating impulses, and collecting the intege

efficients in the form (k1, ..., kn). In Table A.8 are listed all the impulses present i

e spectrum FG of G, as well as their geometric coordinates and their indices.

We define the O2 impulse (1,-1) and its twin (-1,1) as low Moiré because the

nerate the low frequency structures known as Moiré fringes that are clearly visibl

G. On the other hand, the O2 impulse (1,1) and its twin (-1,-1) are high Moir

cause they contribute to G with some high frequency patterns which are hardl
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Figure A.12: The product function G and its spectrum FG

Table A.8: Impulses collected from the spectrum FG

Vector Lin. comb. Index Order Position (u, v) Position (f, θ) Amplitude

f0 0f1 + 0f2 (0,0) - (0,0) (0, 0◦) 0.25
f1 1f1 + 0f2 (1,0) O1 (20,0) (20, 0◦) 0.125
−f1 −1f1 + 0f2 (-1,0) O1 (-20,0) (20,−180◦) 0.125
f2 0f1 + 1f2 (0,1) O1 (19,-7) (20, 17◦) 0.125
−f2 0f1 − 1f2 (0,-1) O1 (-19,7) (20,−163◦) 0.125

f1 − f2 1f1 − 1f2 (1,-1) O2 (1,7) (7.07,−81.8◦) 0.0625 lo
f1 + f2 −1f1 + 1f2 (-1,1) O2 (-1,-7) (7.07, 98.2◦) 0.0625 lo
f1 + f2 1f1 + 1f2 (1,1) O2 (39,-7) (39.6, 10◦) 0.0625 hi
f1 − f2 −1f1 − 1f2 (-1,-1) O2 (-39,7) (39.6,−170◦) 0.0625 hi

stinguishable at visual observation [20]. Finally the central impulse, traditionall

med DC, has a frequency value equal to 0, undefined θ and represents the averag

tensity of G.
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